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Additional Resources Training
Sorting/Customizing Data
Overview:
Understanding How to Sort or Customize Data in OMNI:
The sort function allows users to sort data in multiple ways. When viewing a list of search results,
use the column headers to sort multiple pages of data by the clicking the desired column name.
This function makes searching, viewing, and identifying a specific item in a large list much
easier. In addition to sorting, customize search results for even greater searching efficiency.
Procedure
Scenario:
In this topic, you will learn how to sort and customize data within OMNI.

Step
1.

Action
Navigate to any age that contains a search.
For the purpose of this example, click the Financials 9.0 link.

2.

Click the eProcurement link.
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Step
3.

Step
4.

Action
Click the Create Requisition link.

Action
Use the sort or customize features in any lookup or search.
To see an example of the purpose of these features, click the Vendor
Lookup button.
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Step
5.

Action
Enter your desired criteria into the search parameters.
For the purpose of this example, enter "Florida" into the Name field.

6.

Click the Find button to pull results with these criteria.

7.

Notice all vendors containing the word "Florida" in the name now appears.
To sort by the vendor name, click the Name column header.
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Step

Action

8.

Notice the list is now sorted by the vendor name.

9.

By default, this list shows only 10 values at a time.
To view more values, click the View 100 link in the search results top blue bar.

10.
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Notice this list now contains more than 10 values, and all values are still sorted by
vendor name.
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Step
11.

Action
To further customize your search, click the Customize link.
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Step
12.

Action
Choose any column to order or sort by.
Use the up and down arrows to arrange the columns to appear in a particular order
on the page.
To sort by a particular column, select a column then use the move over arrow to add
it to the Sort Order box.
For the purpose of this example, we will sort by City.
Click the City list item.

13.

Click the Add To Sort button.

14.

Use the yellow X button to remove any sorts you do not wish to keep.
Use the Delete Settings link at the bottom of the page to remove any specific
settings from this page. This will revert the search back to its original appearance.

15.

Once you have made all the necessary changes, click the OK button to save.
Any changes made on this page will be reflected each time you revisit this search
page. These settings do not apply to other search pages.

16.
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Congratulations!
You have completed this topic.
End of Procedure.

